Development of Rehabilitation of Patient with cleft lip and Palate with 509 Nursing Care Plan
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Introduction and Objectives: Contribution Factor in Rehabilitation of Patients of Cleft lip and Palate, Effective Nursing Care based on the Nursing Possess. This Study was Conducted to explore this care.

Methods: This Article is Written with using Significantly Credible Source

Result: 590 Operating Plan of nursing care in the Following 5 nursing Diagnosis for Patient with cleft lip and Palate in 2 Periods: Before and After Surgery has been Proposed. Before the Surgery Diagnosis are Assassinated with the Risk of Aspiration Related to Anatomic Defect, Ineffective Family Coping Related to Situation Crisis of Birth of a Child with a defect altered Nutrition: Less than Body Requirement Related to the Infants inability to ingest Nutrition. After the Surgery Diagnosis include Risk for Infection Related to Location of Surgical Procedure, Ineffective Birthing Pattern Related to Surgical Correction of defect, Impaired Tissue integrity related to mechanical factor, Knowledge Deficit (Parent) Related to Lack of exposure and unfamiliarity with Resource. Altered Nutrition: Less Than Body Recruitment Related to Inability to Ingest Nutrition is Received.

Conclusion: Health Care for Patient with Cleft lip and Palate Before and After Surgery and in Accordance with the Nursing Possess Based on Culture, Economic, Social and Development Community in Achieving the Expected Outcome of Rehabilitation Patients.
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